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· Trending in the Field ·

Stand out with Unique Quality Toppings
Ask most experts what you can do to help attract the current pizza crowd, and they’ll agree that offering artisan toppings will win
you big points with guests. Fresh, unique toppings allow both customers and operators to experiment with flavors and customization.
Consumers are looking to restaurants to help them experience flavor combinations they wouldn’t necessarily be able to create at home.
In fact, according to Technomic, 43% of customers return to their favorite pizza place because they use fresh, high-quality ingredients.
What kind of toppings should you consider adding to your offering? Darren Tristano from Technomic says that consumers are most
interested in nontraditional toppings like artichokes, eggplants and crumbled meatballs. Some of the most popular ingredients of the
moment are yellowfin tuna, hot peppers, candied jalapeños, hemp heart crust, truffle honey and English bacon. That’s not to say
consumers are shunning tradition. A Culinary Visions Panel survey found that 79% of Americans would include Mozzarella on their
dream pizza, while 55% would want pepperoni and 50% would add mushrooms. Basically, when it comes to topping options, more
is always better. Case-in-point: One Atlanta-based pizzeria offers 48 different topping options, adding up to more than 50 million
combination possibilities.
Offering a variety of fresh, unique toppings is one of the simplest things you can do to add to the appeal of your pizza. When consumers
have an opportunity to experiment with flavors and customization, it encourages them to come back. It also gives you a chance to play
with exciting ingredients and endless menu possibilities. Serving unique, quality toppings is a sure way to set your operation apart.
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· Doing It Better ·

Small Spaces Draw a Big Crowd
When you run your operation out of a small space, you face unique challenges.
But with today’s shifting demographics, having a smaller space actually puts you
at an advantage. In the past few years, consumers have shown growing interest
in smaller, homegrown establishments. Pizzerias that emphasize their roots are
especially appealing to millennials. Success in a small space simply comes down
to making your space as functional as possible and making sure you’re delivering
a good customer experience.
When it comes to functionality, it’s important to make sure your wait staff has a
path to deliver food without running into customers. By mapping out where staff
can weave between tables, you can make food carrying more pleasant and efficient.
To optimize your seating space, you don’t necessarily have to use the same small tables throughout your establishment. Instead, try
installing bar seating, putting a large community table in one corner or putting in a corner nook by the window.
It’s also important to make sure you don’t lose sight of the restaurant’s ambiance. Hard surfaces add to the acoustics of a small
space. If you want diners to stay longer, try using textures and soft music to keep them around. If you know you’ll have a long wait,
consider using an app that texts customers when their table is ready. If you have a bit of outdoor space, you could also look into
planting a garden or giving customers a bench for while they wait.
While working out of a small space presents its own obstacles, the current pizza market is interested in small establishments. By
optimizing your space with different seating styles, you can help make both the dining and serving experience more enjoyable. With
a few subtle ambiance additions, you can create a welcoming environment that encourages guests to linger. Customers are embracing
small spaces, and there’s no better time than now to make the most of yours.
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· Tomato Forecast ·

Fall Storms Raise Reservoir Levels
While California is still experiencing a drought, Northern California reservoirs are between 69-107% of historical average and 42-64%
capacity. In the southern growing region, the San Luis Reservoir is holding 40% of its capacity and 67% of its historical average. October’s
heavy rainfall provided much needed relief to the state’s dry soil. Many of the recent storms shifted south into the San Joaquin Watershed,
providing some relief from the drought. As of November 28th, the 5-station San Joaquin index recorded 9 inches of precipitation for this
water year. That’s 141% of the typical average rainfall to date.
Currently, Escalon is working on getting tomato variety and delivery schedules to growers. The earliest growers will start sending
seed to the greenhouse by middle or late December for a late February to early March plant date. Negotiations are currently ongoing
between the CTGA and processors. If recent rainfall and reservoir patterns continue, it will be promising for a good growing season.
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· Passion Shows ·

Marco’s Pizza Employs Veterans as Franchisees
If you’re active-duty military and looking to open a pizza franchise, you’re in
luck. A recent story from PMQ highlighted Marco’s Pizza—a 734-unit pizza
chain with a mission to recruit vets. PMQ’s Andy Knef interviewed retired Army
Lt. Col. Scott Quagliata, Marco’s Vice President of Veteran’s Programs: “Our
veterans make great franchisees because they understand and adhere to operational
standards. There is a direct correlation between success in the military and success
in business.” Quagliata himself was introduced to Marco’s management program
through a former Army colleague and current franchisee. Marco’s offers its vets a
$5,000 discount on its initial licensing fee, one of the reasons its been rated by
Entrepreneur Magazine as a “Top Franchise for Veterans”.
A new recruitment effort will be implemented this fall in the Southeast, focusing
on Army posts in South Carolina and Georgia. Quagliata said, “We hope to have
our Southeastern Army initiative approved and in place by Veteran’s Day. We’ll
work with these installations to identify active-duty soldiers with the career skills that are a good fit.” After soldiers are selected for
the program, they’ll be entered into twelve weeks of training, and after they separate from the military, they can expect to have a job
as a general manager. Marco’s is expecting 10 additional military installations by the end of 2017.
See the original story from PMQ Magazine here.
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· Recipe Inspiration ·

Roasted Fennel and Artichoke
Old World Pizza
Roasted fennel with artichoke hearts and fresh
mozzarella over a basil pesto sauce.
Yield: 12-9" pizzas, thin crust
Ingredients:
· 12 each - 8 oz. Pizza dough ball
· 1½ cup Basil pesto sauce
· 1 quart + 2 cups Christina Prepared
Pizza Sauce, reconstitute with ground
tomatoes or water

· 6 cups Fennel, roasted, sliced ¼" (reserve
fennel tops for garnish)

· Fennel tops

· 3 cups Artichoke hearts, quartered
· 2 lbs. + 4 oz. Fresh mozzarella cheese,
sliced ¼"

1. Preheat pizza oven to 500°F; impinger oven to 475°F.

4. Bake in pizza oven for 6 – 7 minutes, impinger oven

2. On a lightly floured surface, stretch dough 9" – 10" diameter.
Pizza should be irregular in shape.

3 – 4 minutes, or until baked through and golden brown.
5. Top each pizza with 2 – 3 sprigs of fennel tops and

3. Lay stretched dough onto a lightly floured pizza peel or

1 tsp. extra virgin olive oil. Cut pizza into 4 slices;
serve immediately.

a pizza screen sprayed with pan release.
To Assemble One Pizza - Top each dough with the following:
· 2 tbsp. Basil pesto sauce, smear on dough
· 4 oz. ladle Christina Prepared Pizza Sauce
· ½ cup Roasted fennel
· ¼ cup Artichoke hearts
· 3 oz. Fresh mozzarella cheese
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· ¼ cup Extra virgin olive oil

